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Abstract
We study backpropagation networks learning classication problems with
multiple classes k   The common way to code the output of a network
is the oneperclass OPC method where one bit is assigned to each class
A technique called errorcorrecting output coding ECOC converts the k
class learning problem into a large number of twoclass learning problems
We propose to use modular architectures as a way to decorrelate the
redundant network outputs Various modular architectures are tested
on an articial problem We conclude that ECOC only improves upon
OPC when combined with a su	ciently modular approach
  Introduction
In information theory it is customary to add some redundancy to the code
vectors to be transmitted in order to be able to reconstruct the original vector
even if some bits are unknown or distorted This can be achieved by adding
some bits to the original code to enlarge the Hamming distance d between the
resulting code vectors It can be shown that the maximal number of errors that
can be corrected is b
d 

c The oneper class method OPC with as many
outputs as classes yields a highly redundant code it uses k instead of the
minimal
k
log  outputs with k the number of classes However the Hamming
distance between the code vectors is  and thus it is impossible to correct an
incorrect bit using the correct bits An alternative is a technique called error
correcting output coding ECOC Code vectors for the ECOCmethod are even
more redundant but are separated by a larger Hamming distance For each
number of classes k  	 there exists an optimal set of code vectors of length

k 
 
 ECOC can also be viewed as some kind of voting scheme where each
bit represents a dierent vote and yields a dierent hypothesis The ECOC
strategy works best if the dierent hypotheses are as independent as possible
Both the OPC and the ECOC method can be applied to neural classiers
such as multilayered perceptrons trained with backpropagation Simulation
studies have shown that on some problems the ECOC strategy yields signif
icantly better results  However in these cases the networks with ECOC
 
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Figure  Classication problem Table  Error	correcting output code
required a large amount of hidden units and computation time
 probably to
decorrelate the votes of the dierent output bits An easier way to avoid corre	
lations is to use a modular approach
 eg by using separate networks for each
output bit For quite dierent reasons such a modular approach has been sug	
gested in combination with OPC  In this paper we will compare dierent
codings and architectures on an articial problem with k   classes
  Simulation paradigm
Our articial learning problem
 taken from 
 is sketched in gure  There
are two continuously valued inputs and  classes Tabel  shows the optimal
error	correcting output code for a 	class problem the rst  bits identical to
the one	per	class code with  additional bits representing class combinations
Network outputs are assigned to the class with the closest code vector according
the Hamming distance doc
i
  
P
N
j 
jo
j
 c
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j
 where o denotes the network
output
 c
i
the code vector for class i
 and N the number of outputs We
compare  dierent architectures not only ordinary OPC
 ordinary ECOC

modular OPC
 and modular ECOC top row in gure 
 but also architectures
with an intermediate level of modularity four modules
 ve modules
 and two
blocks bottom row These architectures dier in the extent and the way they
try to decorrelate the various bits
In our simulations a multi	layered perceptron is trained using a conjugate	
gradient implementation of backpropagation Each architecture is trained on
 training sets of  patterns
 randomly drawn from the four	class distribution
sketched in gure  To prevent overtting
 training is stopped when the perfor	
mance on a large validation set of  randomly drawn patterns seriously starts
to deteriorate All modules are trained and stopped separately The optimal
number of hidden units is determined through cross	validation and appears to
be around  hidden units per output for blocks of hidden units connected to
several outputs and  hidden units for modules connected to just one output
The generalization performance of each run is measured on account of the entire
grid     with a resolution of 
Figure  The various architectures compared in our simulations Each oval
represents an independent block of hidden units
  Discussion of results
The results of our simulations are summarized in table  where the various
architectures are ranked according to their percentage of correct classications
on the independent test set Two methods are called signicantly dierent if
in at least  of the 	 runs one method outperforms the other 
binomial test
with p  		 Our results imply that ECOC yields a signicant improvement
over standard OPC if combined with a modular architecture This modular
architecture should be chosen such that the extra output bits are as independent
as possible both from the bits representing OPC and from each other With
less modularity ECOC no longer outperforms OPC more modularity does not
help but does not harm either
The hidden units of a multilayered perceptron build hyperplanes to sepa
rate the dierent classes With all outputs connected to one block of hidden
units the extra output units will have a strong tendency to use the same hy
perplanes as the rst three units The high correlation between the extra bits
and the OPC bits makes it dicult to correct errors as well as to spoil correct
classications This is easily conrmed by our simulations where the extra bits
in the ordinary ECOC architecture correct and spoil only 		 and 		
respectively of the classications made solely on account of the rst four bits
It is much less clear why it helps to give each extra output bit its own
module Extra bits that share their hidden units 
two blocks and ve mod
ules correct about  and spoil about  of the classications suggested
by the OPC bits ECOC architectures with separate modules for the extra
bits 
four modules and modular ECOC still spoil about  yet correct
about 	 of the OPC suggestions No such an improvement in performance
is seen when the rst four bits have their own separate module This apparent
dierence between the rst four bits and the last three bits may be explained
by the fact that for a fourclass problem the code representing OPC is even
more redundant than the code assigned to the last three bits
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Table  Ranking and signicance of dierences between the architectures
  Conclusion and further directions
The higher the number of classes the more one can win by using a highly
redundant errorcorrecting output code instead of the standard oneper class
code We have shown that even on a problem with only  classes ECOC
outperforms OPC provided that it is combined with a modular architecture to
decorrelate the extra bits from the OPC bits and from each other We expect
to nd that classication problems with many classes will also benet from a
modular approach
The eect of ECOC may be described in terms of bias and variance  
For neural networks bias and variance are more or less interchangeable since
by increasing the number of hidden units we can always build a less biased
model at the price of a higher variance ECOC especially when combined with
a modular approach requires a larger number of network weights than OPC
This may lead to a lower bias while the increase in variance due to the larger
number of weights is compensated by a decrease due to the combination of
multiple votes Further studies should substantiate these arguments
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